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The Magic Key Roderick Hunt Yciltd
Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories: Decode and Develop are an exciting set of stories
from Roderick Hunt and Alex Brychta. Full of humour and drama with a delightful
mixture of familiar settings and magic key adventures to inspire young readers.
These phonics-based stories are perfect for embeddingand building on children's
phonics knowledge.This pack contains 114 Decode and Develop books, one
copy of each book at Levels 1 to 9. It also contains single copies of Biff, Chip and
Kipper Companions 1 and 2.
Oxford Reading Tree remains the nation's favourite reading scheme and
countless children have learnt to read with Biff, Chip, and Kipper. We are
delighted to unveil its fresh new look for today's children, teachers and parents,
with lively new covers and fresh artwork. Engaging new artwork and covers Alex
Brychta's unique style of artwork enthrals and entertains children, and the fresh
new look will heighten their pleasure in reading the stories. With freshly drawn
artwork for all the favourite core stories at Stages 2 - 5 and fantastic new covers,
Oxford Reading Tree is more appealing than ever! Stories children love The
Oxford Reading Tree stories have always captivated children's imagination,
inspiring them to read - and the stories and characters in the new editions haven't
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changed at all. Apart, that is, from an exciting new story at Stage 3, The Egg
Hunt, which replaces the Dolphin Pool. Simplified structure We have also
simplified the structure of the scheme in response to feedback from you: Owls
Storybooks become Stages 6 and 7 Storybooks; magpies become Stages 8 and
9 Storybooks; wrens at Stage 2 have become patterned stories at Stage 1+; and
wrens at Stage 3 are now patterned stories at Stage 2. New teaching support
material In addition to the existing guided reading cards, perfect for use in guided
reading sessions, we have brought out new teaching materials to reflect the
needs of teachers in today's classroom: DT Flexible, friendly teacher's
notesincluded FREE with each pack of Oxford Reading Tree books - these are
easy to store and will save you hours of preparation! DT New Take-Home cards
for every Storybook from Stages 1 - 9 to help parents or carers get the most out
of reading with their child DT Free resources website at www.oup.com/uk/primary
with downloadable photocopy masters DT New Teacher's Handbook and special
edition for Scotland
The Stage 7 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories provide humorous storylines to engage
and motivate children. The popular characters and familiar settings are brought to
life by Roderick Hunt and Alex Brychta. The stories are unchanged from the
previous edition but the cover notes have been updated to support adults in
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sharing the story with the child.
Oxford Reading Tree remains the nation's favourite reading scheme and
countless children have learnt to read with Biff, Chip, and Kipper. We are
delighted to unveil its fresh new look for today's children, teachers and parents,
with lively new covers and fresh artwork.Engaging new artwork and coversAlex
Brychta's unique style of artwork enthrals and entertains children, and the fresh
new look will heighten their pleasure in reading the stories. With freshly drawn
artwork for all the favourite core stories at Stages 2 - 5 and fantastic new covers,
Oxford Reading Tree is more appealing thanever!Stories children loveThe Oxford
Reading Tree stories have always captivated children's imagination, inspiring
them to read - and the stories and characters in the new editions haven't
changed at all. Apart, that is, from an exciting new story at Stage 3, The Egg
Hunt, which replaces the Dolphin Pool.Simplified structureWe have also
simplified the structure of the scheme in response to feedback from you: Owls
Storybooks become Stages 6 and 7 Storybooks; magpies become Stages 8 and
9 Storybooks; wrens at Stage 2 have become patterned stories at Stage 1+; and
wrens at Stage 3 are now patterned stories at Stage 2.New teaching support
materialIn addition to the existing guided reading cards, perfect for use in guided
reading sessions, we have brought out new teaching materials to reflect the
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needs of teachers in today's classroom:DT Flexible, friendly teacher's notes
included FREE with each pack of Oxford Reading Tree books - these are easy to
store and will save you hours of preparation!DT New Take-Home cards for every
Storybook from Stages 1 - 9 to help parents or carers get the most out of reading
with their childDT Free resources website at www.oup.com/uk/primary with
downloadable photocopy mastersDT New Teacher's Handbook and special
edition for Scotland
Biff, Chip, Kipper and friends have grown up and their true destiny is about to be
revealed...Can they stop the evil Virans from destroying history as we know it?
Biff, Chip, Kipper and friends are older now and their true destiny is about to be revealed. Join
them as they embark on the mission of a lifetime! In Book 2, Beyond the Door, the children are
on the other side of the magical doorway, inside the Time Vault. Mr Mortlock, the Time
Guardian, explains their new mission to save the world from the evil Virans. The children must
find the pieces of an ancient time travel machine, the TimeWeb, which are hidden in history.
They must be quick to find them before the Virans do! Time Chronicles is a series of fun and
accessible chapter books perfect for moving your child on from picture books to longer stories.
Each book in the series is a thrilling story in its own right, as the children fight to save the world
from the evil Virans. The books are carefully levelled to boost the confidence of the child, whilst
also introducing more vibrant and interesting vocabulary. They are perfect for keeping the
attention of all children with fast paced action, lots of aut
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The teaching notes for the Oxford Reading Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper books are full of practical
suggestions for using the storybooks, saving you hours of preparation time. They have been
updated in line with the simple view of reading and the renewed Primary Framework for
Literacy. They now include guidance for group/guided reading, comprehension and word
recognition, and assessment. These replace the existing Teaching Notes and Guided Reading
Cards. The storybooks are unchanged, but notes for parents/carers and teaching assistants
have been added to the inside covers. These notes replace the existing Take-Home Cards.
One of six of the original Owls stories from Oxford Reading Tree series republished in larger
format, with questions at the end, and Magic Key branding, to coincide with the launch of the
TV series.
The much-loved and comprehensive reading programme of Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories, has
taught millions of children to read. The stories are full of humour, drama, rich language and
storylines to engage and motivate children. The popular characters and a mixture of familiar
settings andexciting adventures are brought to life by Roderick Hunt and Alex Brychta. Each
book contains inside cover notes to help adults read and explore the content with the child.
Teaching notes on Oxford Owl support independent reading, guided reading, writing, and
speaking, listening and drama activities.This pack contains 396 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories
books, 6 copies of each book at Levels 4-6. It also includes packs of 6 of Biff, Chip and Kipper
Companion 1 and Companion 2.
The Stage 5 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories provide humorous storylines to engage and motivate
children. The popular characters and familiar settings are brought to life by Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta. The stories are unchanged from the previous edition but the cover notes have
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been updated to support adults in sharing the story with the child.

To tie-in with the launch of The Magic Key on BBC television, Oxford University Press
is publishing six activity books. These are black and white books featuring the
characters from The Magic Key adventures, and they provide educationally sound,
carefully structured activities which are lots of fun too. The Magic Key Colouring Book
will help children with pencil control and choice of tones and colours. The Magic Key is
to be a major 26 part BBC television series featuring the characters from Oxford
Reading Tree. The Oxford Reading Tree characters are recognized by children in
virtually all primary schools, and know and loved by parents and children. This is the
first time BBC Education and BBC children's have jointly invested in a children's TV
series. It will be shown on both. Transmission dates to be confirmed. The series is
produced by HIT Entertainment, makers of Kipper, Percy the Park Keeper and Bob the
Builder programmes.
The Stage 9 Magpies extend the trunk of the Reading Tree and provide further core
reading practice. The children meet pioneers in America; become the heroes of a
computer game; foil the toxic villains; Chip becomes a victim of the litter queen; Wilma
stars in her own fairytale quest, and Floppy becomes a superhero.
The Stage 9 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories provide humorous storylines to engage and
motivate children. The popular characters and familiar settings are brought to life by
Roderick Hunt and Alex Brychta. The stories are unchanged from the previous edition
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but the cover notes have been updated to support adults in sharing the story with the
child.
Oxford Reading Tree remains the nation's favourite reading scheme and countless
children have learnt to read with Biff, Chip, and Kipper. We are delighted to unveil its
fresh new look for today's children, teachers and parents, with lively new covers and
fresh artwork. Engaging new artwork and covers Alex Brychta's unique style of artwork
enthrals and entertains children, and the fresh new look will heighten their pleasure in
reading the stories. With freshly drawn artwork for all the favourite core stories at
Stages 2 - 5 and fantastic new covers, Oxford Reading Tree is more appealing than
ever! Stories children love The Oxford Reading Tree stories have always captivated
children's imagination, inspiring them to read - and the stories and characters in the
new editions haven't changed at all. Apart, that is, from an exciting new story at Stage
3, The Egg Hunt, which replaces the Dolphin Pool. Simplified structure We have also
simplified the structure of the scheme in response to feedback from you: Owls
Storybooks become Stages 6 and 7 Storybooks; magpies become Stages 8 and 9
Storybooks; wrens at Stage 2 have become patterned stories at Stage 1+; and wrens at
Stage 3 are now patterned stories at Stage 2. New teaching support material In addition
to the existing guided reading cards, perfect for use in guided reading sessions, we
have brought out new teaching materials to reflect the needs of teachers in today's
classroom: DT Flexible, friendly teacher's notes included FREE with each pack of
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Oxford Reading Tree books - these are easy to store and will save you hours of
preparation! DT New Take-Home cards for every Storybook from Stages 1 - 9 to help
parents or carers get the most out of reading with their child DT Free resources website
at www.oup.com/uk/primary with downloadable photocopy masters DT New Teacher's
Handbook and special edition for Scotland
The Magic Key Amazing Book of Words is a first wordbook based on the characters
and adventures of the Magic Key team from the Oxford Reading Tree. Follow the Chip,
Kipper, Biff, Floppy and the others as they travel into the world of pirates, magic, the
jungle, and more. Words and illustrations are carefully chosen to stimulate and
encourage new readers to build their vocabularies. - The Magic Key is a major 26 part
BBC television series featuring the characters from the Oxford ReadingTree. - The
Oxford Reading Tree characters are recognized by children in virtually all primary
schools, and known and loved by parents and children. - The series is produced by HIT
Entertainment, makers of Kipper, Percy the Park Keeper and Bob the Builder
programmes. - A merchandise programme is under development with Marks and
Spencer

The fresh new look Oxford Reading Tree!
The true, action-packed account of how a bogus Welsh nationalist infiltrated
German Military Intelligence during the Second World War.
To tie-in with the launch of The Magic Key on BBC television, Oxford University
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Press is publishing six activity books. These are black and white books featuring
the characters from The Magic Key adventures, and they provide educationally
sound, carefully structured activities which are lots of fun too. The Magic Key
Puzzle Book can help children with the practice of their basic pre-reading and
number skills. The Magic Key is to be a major 26 part BBC television series
featuring thecharacters from Oxford Reading Tree. The Oxford Reading Tree
characters are recognized by children in virtually all primary schools, and know
and loved by parents and children. This is the first time BBC Education and BBC
children's have jointly invested in a children's TV series. It will be shown on both.
Transmission dates to be confirmed. The series is produced by HIT
Entertainment, makers of Kipper, Percy the Park Keeper and Bob the Builder
programmes.
In six exciting new Stage 9 Magpies stories from Roderick Hunt and Alex
Brychta, the magic key whisks the children into a series of breathtaking
adventures in exotic places. Biff and Wilf meet the daring Princess Aisha in "The
Blue Eye" and "Rescue"; Biff and Chip help to stem a dyke and catcha robber in
"Dutch Adventure"; Nadim and Anneena show some wacky inventors what to do
in "The Flying Machine"; and the children find themselves among a troupe of
troubadours in "The Finest in the Land". Kipper also embarks on an adventure in
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"Key Trouble" but his ill treatment of the magic keyresults in a nasty experience.
The Stage 6 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories provide humorous storylines to engage
and motivate children. The popular characters and familiar settings are brought to
life by Roderick Hunt and Alex Brychta. The stories are unchanged from the
previous edition but the cover notes have been updated to support adults in
sharing the story with the child.
The Stage 7 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories, written by Roderick Hunt and illustrated by Alex
Brychta, provide a rich story context to help develop language comprehension and decoding
skills.Stories, More Stories A and More Stories B involve familiar situations and a variety of
fantasy settings through the magic key adventures. Longer stories help to build reading
stamina, which is important for later reading success.The new-style inside cover notes provide
advice and support to help adults read and explore the story with the child, supporting their
decoding and language comprehension development.Each pack of 6 includes a Group/Guided
Reading Notes Booklet with a Vocabulary Chart listing high frequency tricky words and a
Curriculum Coverage Chart for England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales. Each story has
individual notes and suggested activities for Group and Independent Reading,Speaking,
listening and drama and Writing, with each section showing the relevant objectives covered.
Decoding and Language Comprehension opportunities are highlighted throughout.
This Read with Biff, Chip & Kipper Collection contains 4 fun storybooks which have been
carefully levelled for children who are gaining confidence as readers. It includes two Level 5
Phonics books which practise sounds and letters, and two Level 5 First Stories to introduce
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new words and develop reading skills.
The Stage 8 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories provide humorous storylines to engage and motivate
children. The popular characters and familiar settings are brought to life by Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta. The stories are unchanged from the previous edition but the cover notes have
been updated to support adults in sharing the story with the child.
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